The Cabinets for the all wine type storage.

Once upon a time for the storage of wine usually were served the traditional wine cellars. Today for the quality wine storage here are the BARIK cabinets. We have succeeded to make something more than that is the wine cellar. The BARIK cabinets are Completely made for the wine storage on the low temperatures, they are easy for the manipulation and because of that they are perfect for any kind of the environment. Look carefully our wine cabinet catalogue of the last generation, and make sure why we are so special.

1. **THE CONSTANT TEMPERATURE**
   Now you could forget on the problems with the humidity same as on the problems with the sudden temperature differences. Into the Barik wine cabinets the temperature is always constant thanks to one precise temperature control system and to the material quality from which they are made.

2. **THE AIR QUALITY**
   Thanks to one constant air flow you can forget the mold and unpleasant smell.

3. **THE SYSTEM WITHOUT VIBRATION**
   During the wine storage unexpected vibrations could destroy the wine quality because of the edimentation. For that reason our compressor is made of special damping eliminator in order to avoid vibrations completely.

4. **UV RAYS TREATMENT**
   To save the wine quality you need to store the wine far away from the light. Our Barik cabinets thanks to the special UV glass let us to see all bottles normally without any fear that the organic wine quality could be destroyed.
High: 1980 mm   Length: 700 mm   Depth: 691 mm
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HYBRID TECHNOLOGY

Barik 02

High: 1980 mm • Length: 1400 mm • Depth: 691 mm
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Barik

All type wine cabinet

HYBRID TECHNOLOGY

BARIK 03

High: 2010 mm • Lenght: 620 mm • Depth: 710 mm
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Barik Silver
High: 1840 mm • Length: 600 mm • Depth: 600 mm

Hybrid Technology

Barik Silver
High: 1840 mm • Length: 600 mm • Depth: 600 mm
BARIK BROWN

High: 1840 mm • Lenght: 600 mm • Depth: 600 mm

HYBRID TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCTION OF REFRIGERATING, THERMAL AND NEUTRAL EQUIPMENT, AS PRODUCTION OF HEATERS AND AGGREGATES
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